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Nowadays, Ukraine is experiencing a full-scale military invasion by Russia, which is 
causing a large number of casualties among all segments of the population. Many Ukrainian 
cities have suffered quite heavy damage to their infrastructure. According to Bloomberg, 
companies from Austria, Germany and Turkey are already operating in Ukraine. An 
expanding number of foreign companies are increasing their presence in Ukraine, relying 
on Ukraine’s post-war investment and innovation potential. Ukraine’s post-war 
development will take into account the latest energy-efficient, environmental, social and 
economic trends in engineering and technology in various sectors. Considering the climatic 
conditions in Ukraine, one of the priority areas of reconstruction is to restore heat in 
buildings (both residential and non-residential) in winter and air conditioning in summer. 
According to the International Energy Agency for Heating, the use of heat pumps in 
various industries will continue to grow and should reach at least 75%. Such growth rates 
in the use of heat pumps are due to a significant reduction in heating or air conditioning 
costs, environmental safety, and their versatility in use. In this regard, the use of heat 
pumps in the reconstruction and restoration of Ukrainian residential and non-residential 
buildings has its advantages and is recommended by many scientists for use. In this 
study, an application of heat pump originating from aqua-air in Isýsan showroom existing 
in Antalya and some experiments with R514 type heat pump devices existing in air 
conditioning-cooling lab in Akdeniz University Technical Sciences Vocational High School 
have been carried out. In both devices in variable conditions water discharge entering 
into condenser on R514 type testing machine has been considered as 10–50 gr/h variable 
and accordingly it is observed that the real heating factor of action differ 2.25–7.40 
values. On the other hand, the heating factor of action in theoretical state have been 
calculated and the correlation between them have been examined. Besides this, in LHK- 
10 type heat pump originating from aqua-air in Antalya Issan Showroom and the 
application is completed, temperature rating entering into condenser has been changed 
between 16 and 320C and the heating and cooling factor of action(for both theoretical and 
real occasions) affecting the heat pump have been calculated. The experimental and the 
practical results getting from two different places have been analyzed respectively.

Keywords: economic substantiation, investment, energy efficiency, energy crisis,
modernization, post-war reconstruction.
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Introduction and statement of the problem
For the purpose of partially reduce the

disadvantages brought by the energy crisis that gained
importance world wide as well as in Turkey in this
century; it is necessary to develop and practically use
thermal systems that will reduce the thermal energy
to minimum level. Heat pumps can be shown as a
sample to this systems [1].

Analysis and research of publications
In the very simple expression, Heat Pumps are

thermodynamic systems that are transferring low
temperature from a resource to a resource with higher
temperature. Heat pumps are working on a base by
water, air or other fluids heating and ejaculating the
high temperature from the condenser. The main
purpose of this is to obtain hot water or air for heating,
drying and similar actions. Aqua-Air heat pumps means
a heat pump that is obtaining hot water by absorbing
the heat from the air. It is also possible to avail the
energy discharged by the heat pumps. However, it is
not always possible to use the heat pumps everywhere.
Especially regarded to the discharged heat energy,
taking in consideration the size in W, the temperature,
regaining ways, the cold environment where the heat
is absorbed from, constructive specifications, the
physical and chemical characteristics of the discharged
fluid, etc that will be used, it is necessary to do a
versatile analyze. Sometimes, heating pumps are the
best solution when both, heating and cooling required
places is requested. As an example to this, drying
plants, sporting complexes and places like food and
industrial plants where bi-directional applications are
used can be mentioned [2].

The interest in heat pumps increased after the
Energy crisis in year 1973, and in 1976 300.000
unites of heat pumps have been manufactured. Till
the end of 1978 the manufactured heat pump total
amount in America was more than 2.000.000 pieces.
25% of the buildings established after the year of
1978 have been planed and applied as to be heated
with the heating pumps. Nowadays in worlds developed
countries, like America, Canada, Germany,
Switzerland, etc., heat pumps are being used widely
in housing as well as industrial fields [3].

In Turkey, the activities about heating pumps
are rising rapidly and they can be summarized as
follows: Hepbasli (Hepbaþlý) had explored the heat
pump activity and performance evaluating criteria’s
[4]. In a high efficiency of the application of a
geothermal source using ground originated high pump
study [5], the ground originated heat pump application
sample was applied to Therme Maris Health Central
Hotel located in Dalaman County, Mugla, the heating
process was done with using thermal water and floor

heated water by applying a geothermal source as the
low temperature. The source temperature was 270C,
and it is determined that when the device output of
the water reaches the temperature of 420C the heat
pump’s COP value is approximately 5.5–6.0.

Sen [6], in his study about the introduction and
application of heat pumps, has given sample applications
in Turkey trough examining the ground and water
sourced heat pumps horizontal laying, hybrid and
technical manners. Gunerhan [7], has placed his work
on ground heat exchanger designs in ground and water
resourced heat pumps and has made a detailed research
about the vertical heat exchangers sizing’s in the ground
sourced heating pumps.

Beþer [8], in his study about heat pumps and
energy regaining systems invilla air conditioning
systems, has analyzed the application of heat pumps
solar collectors (3 m2) established 2004 in Bornova
County, Izmir. A device of 8.1 kW cooling and 8.6
kW heating capacity for a villa’s heating, cooling,
ventilation, usable hot water, a whole systems main
components that will satisfy the need of heating the
pool water were analyzed.

Gungor [9], in his study about dryers with heat
pump, has especially pointed out that this is also a
potential technology for precious raw material and
product during process, especially for the ones that
must be dried out in controlled environment under
low heat.

Dogan [10], in his study about aqua and ground
sourced heat pumps, in order to realize how the flow
of an aqua sourced principled heat pump will transfer
the heat to ground based systems. For this he took in
consideration a household under conditions of Ankara,
an annual cooling and heating profile was developed
for annual energy consumption forecasting the
regarding

In his study about aqua soil heat pumps Dogan
[10], has investigated how to transfer and apply the
aqua resourced heat pumps operational principles to
soil resourced heat pump systems. For this study he
has established a yearly heating and cooling profile
for a housing regarding conditions from Ankara. It
has been also tried to forecast the Annual Energy
Consumption calculation by using the “Thousand
Method ”.

In another Dogan’s [11] study, he had worked
on heat pump application for heat recovery from
seawater to water and has also exanimate the conditions
and operational principles of heat pump system finished
in Antalya in 2005, knows as Turkey’s largest heat
pump system.

Oktay [12], has made a study on examination
of performance efficient factors in a heat pump
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supported dryer. For this study, a heat pump system
was added to convectional hot air entranced dryer
system. As a result of this study the effective parameters
that are affecting the systems yield were estimated.

In their studies about energy and exergy analyzes
solar sourced heat pumps Comakli and his friends
[13]; experimental measurements were done in
January, which is the coldest moth of the year in the
energy laboratory in Ataturk University in Erzurum.
As a result of this experiment, the heat pump and
system performance coefficient and its exerjetic yields
were estimated.

In this study experiments were based on R514
Type aqua-air heat pump devices current in Air
Conditioning Cooling Laboratory of Vocational
Technical Sciences High school of Akdeniz University
and in Isýsan Showroom building in Antalya.

For both devices used in the experiments various
conditions were applied; for R514 experimental device
the water flow between 10–50 gr/sec trough the
condenser was taken as the variable. In this study the
variation of heat efficiency coefficient depending on
the water flow was tried to be determined.

On the other hand, in the experimental study
done with the LHK-10 type aqua-air soured heat
pump current in Isýsan Showroom Building; the
variation of water temperature entering the condenser
between 16–320C was taken as parameter, and
according to that the operatic and theoretical cooling
and heating effective coefficient were computed.

The aim of the article
The aim of this study is to use the Turkish

experience in the energy saving, analyze the both
experimental results with engineering methods and to
provide benefits in their practical use to applicants
and engineers in the restoration of the energy sector
of Ukraine.

Presentation of main material
Material – Method. The efficiency of the heat

pumps is showing big differences according to the
temperature of the external environments where the
energy is pumped. On the other hand the confort
conditions requested from people during the winter
and summer moths are remaining the same. It is
around +/– 240C. The warm water temperature used
for shower/bath and similar application remain, s for
both summer and winter months, around 450C. In
case that the heating necessity reaches the maximum,
this indicated that the exterior temperature has reached
the minimum [14].

In order that they are more functional with the
availability to be used in the traditional manner as
one device for cooling and heating purpose, providing
an important saving of energy consumption, their

compact structure, adjustability to high control
technology and other similar advantages the heat pumps
are widely used in the market in the past years.

As known I the II Law of Thermodynamics,
the heat transmission a colder heating source to a
hotter environment can only occur when the second
energy source energy is thermal or mechanic and
the transmission from the cold heat device to the
hot environment can occur in various ways.
Accordingly the heat pump types can be ranged as
follows: vapor pressed circular heat pump, absorption
heat pump, absorption heat pump, gas circular heat
pump, jet steam circular heat pump, Stirling
circulated heat pump, resorption heat pump,
Rankine/vapor pressed circular heat pump and
Thermo electrical heat pump.

Thermodynamically Heat pumps. Although
Carnot cycle is nonexisted it is a totally reversible
cycle. Therefore it is used in the comparison of
power cycles. Carnot cycle is, in given temperature
range the highest heating exothermic cycle. It is
also possible that change of states in Carnot cycle,
the heat and working transaction reverse. This
I called the reversed Carnot cycle. Heat pump and
cooling machines are working according to the reverse
Carnot cycle [15].

In heat pumps, the cooler heat is taken and this
mentioned heat is by the refrigerant fluid transmitted
to heat source, transformed to elevated temperature.
As refrigerant in vapor pressed circular liquid steam is
used. A heat pump is consisted of four main parts:
1 – Evaporator, 2 – Condenser, 3 – Expansion
valve, 4 – Compressor.

The Fig. 1 presents schematically the heat pumps
cycle.

Different sourced Heat Pumps. The low energy
in heat pumps is obtained free of charge from different
natural resources. During obtaining this energy neither
the source temperature changed nor negative effects
are added to the environmental conditions. The
application can be grouped as follows [17].

In heat pup systems the environment that the
evaporator is absorbing the energy is called the heat
source. For using this energy source, which is very
important for the heat pump, efficient in the system
depends on the below mentioned conditions:

– to posses high resolute hat during the heating
season;

– to be easy to find;
– not to have corrosive and pollutant effects;
– to have appropriate thermo physical

characteristics;
– to have low investment cost for reaching the

source.
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The sources used for heat pups can be ranged as
follows [15]:

a – ambient air: As it is the easiest and most
economical, air is the most used heating source. The
air sourced heat pumps annual coefficient of
performance, is lower than in the ground sourced
heat pumps around 10 – 30 %. Nowadays these losses
are minimized by the application of variable capacity
control compressors;

b – ground (soil): the reasons why ground sourced
system are used are, the continental climate, where
considering to the air temperature the soil temperature
in not varying during the year and the usable
temperature range that can be used during the winter.
The disadvantages ground sourced heat pumps are
factors like the current ground field, the ground
compound, the density, the contained humidity
amount and the pipes application depth;

c – surface waters: Sea, lake, pound, etc are used
for this systems. Although the water of seas and lakes
are altering during the seasons, in proportion to the air
those differences are not so remarkable. For river and

lake water sourced heat pumps it is necessary that the
water depth is not less than 2m and that the where the
settled capacity surface field is minimum 80 m2;

d – subsurface waters: The temperature variety
during the year is very low. The pumps use for
transferring the water are presenting additional energy
requirement. Burring the heat transformers
underground cab cause corrosion and will increase
the costs;

e – exhaust air: this is an important hear source
for housing and commercial buildings. The heat pump
is using the absorbed heat from the air conditioning
to heat water and location. The exhaust air operated
heat pumps, provide heating the ambient by regaining
the used air heat;

f – effluent fluids: effluent water, treated and
raw sewage waters, industrial effluent liquids, industrial
engine/compressor coolants and condensates from
coolant devices are typical examples for this kind of
heat sources.

The Thermodynamically Comparison of Power
Machines and Heating Pumps.

Fig. 1. A heat pump cycle based on typical and temperature variation. Work item R134a, Air 70C / Water 500C [16; 20]
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As it can be seen n the Fig. 2 the Carnot cycle
in te power machines are:

QC: is given heat (evaporation), W: is received
energy (Exergy), QOC: is anenergia.

QC=W+QOC.

As is known the usable part of energy is the

Exergy. The non usable energy is named as anenergia.
Regarding to this, the relation between Exergy and
anenergia can be shown as:

Energy=Exergy+anenergia (1)

Along the cycle:

0 0
c

T T T
η = 1 ,

T T


  (2)

with this expression the Carnot efficiency is
determined.

In case of heat pumps it is like:
Exhaust heat=Given energy+received energy  (3)
Heat Effect Coefficient HEC (IEK) is like [2]:

c

0

Q T
IEK= .

W T T




The experimental pump used in this study is a
direct expansion pump, therefore it s possible to draw
an InP–h diagram as shown below on Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. The Carnot cycles of a powe machine and heat pump [2]

Also W=QC×ηc 

Fig. 3. The lnP–h diagram (presenting a single-stage systems with and without heat exchanger)

Reversible Carnot cooling cycle consist from 
two constant temperature and their operational 
procedure, total four thermodynamic operation (Fig. 3). 
In the diagram the 1–2–3–4 operations are 
reversible. The Carnot cycle, is not reversible to 
1’–2’–3’–4’ thermodynamic operations and shows 
the Carnot cycle. It is:

1–2: the adiabatic isentropic compression in

the Compressor;
2–3: the constant pressure and temperature

compression in the Condenser;
3–4: the isentropic extension of the Extension

Valve;
4–1: the extension f the evaporator under

constant pressure and teperture.
The 1–2 and 3–4 thermodynamic activities are
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based on transaction basis.
1–2: it is presenting the operation done over

the working fluid with Wel operation out of system
borders;

3–4: it is presenting the over border systems
transferable operation in reversible and non reversible
systems.

To prevent the fluid from the intake line to run
into the compressor during the application the system
is changed into heat exchanger. The heat exchanger
transforms the coolant liquid at the entrance of the
compressor by overheating first into the steam faze,
than the fluid at the exit condenser by overcooling
into overcooled and liquid faze [17].

In the reversible Carnot cycle, the entrance of
the saturated vapor phase liquid into the compressor
under constant pressure is considered as the 1 point,
after compression with adiabatic constant entropy the
transfer from the compressor to the condenser as the
2 point, the transformation under constant pressure
in the condenser from superheated steam into saturated
steam phase still as the 2 point and entering the
extension valve in the phase of saturated liquid as the
3 point, after extending in the adiabatic entropy, the

transfer from the extension valve to the evaporator as
the 4 point, by absorbing heat under constant pressure
in the evaporator the transformation to the saturated
vapor and entrance to the compressor as the 1 point.
If the mass flow of the coolant fluid in the system is
chosen as m=kg/h and the enthalpy as kJ/h than the
capacity evaluation can be calculated with the below
mentioned equations:

W=mr(h2–h1) (Compressor’s compression activity)
(kJ/h);                         (4)

QC=mr(h2–h3,4) (Condenser condensation capacity)
(kJ/h);  (5)

Q0=mr(h4–h1) (cooling load) (kJ/h).  (6)

Experiment Performing and Interpreting the
Findings. Experimental Study carried out in the
University Laboratory (Group I: GI). Photographs
from a R514 aqua/air mechanical heat pump current
in Air-conditioning – Cooling Laboratory, Technical
Sciences Vocational High School, Mediterranean
University are shown on Fig. 4 (a) and (b), Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Heat pump belonging to a Laboratory device (a): general view, (b): coactionel, condenser with pipes and water

(a) (b)

GI Experimental Device’s Specifications. GI
experimental heat pump device consists from: 1 piece
of 1/3 HP hermetic type compressor, 1 piece of
1/3 type air cooler evaporator, 1 piece of water
condenser with interpenetrated (coaxsionel) pipes, 1
piece of R134 gas measuring flow meter, 1 piece of
rout meter type flow meter which is measuring the
water flow (kg/sec) circulated in the condenser, 1
piece of annular balanced thermostatic extension valve,
1 piece of filter (dryer), 1 piece of pressure manometers
showing low and high pressures, 1 piece of pressure

automatic and 1 piece of condenser fan from power
of 40W. Also one Wattmeter (it is measuring the
system’s total consumption of electrical energy as
(Watt/sec), 8 pieces of temperature measuring sensors
(trough this sensors the results of measurements are
transferred to the Regulator switch indicator), one of
each, water input and water output (drainage) lines
are existing. In order not to be effected by the ambient
conditions the temperature measuring sensors were
isolated with polyurethane material during the 8 digital
temperature measurements [18, 19].
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The temperature points taken from the GI device
were respectively as follows; the coolant fluid’s
compressor input (incoming) temperature (t1), the
coolant fluid’s compressor output (outgoing) temperature
(t2), the condenser condensation temperature (tky), the
coolant fluid’s condenser output (outgoing) temperature
(t3), the coolant fluid’s evaporator input (incoming)
temperature (t4), the coolant fluid’s evaporation
temperature in the evaporator (teb), the water input
(incoming) temperature into the condenser (t5), the

water output (outgoing) temperature from the condenser
(t6), and the ambient temperature (t7).

During the estimation, the air/aqua heat pump
was activated and operated idle without load for one
hour time. Later on for evaluation the elapsed periods
for the determined load taken from the Wattmeter
(each 0.5 kW from the total consumed electrical
energy) were estimated with a chronometer. R134a
was used as the coolant fluid. The estimation results
are shown in the Table 1, Fig. 6–7 mentioned below.

Fig. 5. Exploded view of the Mechanical heat pup device used in experiment of GI [18]

Table 1
GI Experiments and evaluation results of the heat pump
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The experimental Activities in Antalya Isisan
Showroom Building (Group II: GII).

The Characteristics of the Isýsan Showroom
Building in Antalya. The Isisan Company showroom
building in Antalya consists of a basement, ground

floor an one normal floor. The ground floor has a
clerestory. This buildings heating – cooling activities
are fulfilled with an Aqua / air heat pump with
additional Water VRV system (Fig. 8). For this one
external unite from 10 BG power and in accordance

Fig. 6. The temperature differences appeared by using variable water flows for GI

Fig. 7. The effect of the variable water flow to IEK in GI (IEKg= real heating effect coefficient, IEKt=Theoretical heating

effect coefficient)
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to the gaining heat and losses calculation 8 system
connected internal unites with appropriate volumes
were placed. Three internal unites of 36000 BTU,
48000 BTU and 60000 BTU were placed in the same
location where de current heat pump is placed.

GII Experiment Device Specifications. The
specifications of the Buderus Logavent LHK Type
10 aqua/air hat pump current in Antalya Isýsan
Showroom are as follows. The Isisan Buderus brand
named LHK type 10 air/aqua sourced heat pump is
using underground ater and for its use a 60 m deep
artesian water well is opened for this building. The
pump flow of the used artesian water is 5 m3/h and as

heat pump coolant fluid a R-410A type fluid is ussed.
The air serpentine is 3  in – a – line with a surface of
0.325 m2. 3/8” diameter copper pipes are used in the
serpentine. The water circuit exchanger has a coaxional
type condenser. The here used fan dimensions are
22.9×17.8 cm. the compressor used in the cooling/
heating circuit is a piston type and its operation pressure
is 4137 kPa (Fig. 9). The operation values of this
heat pump are as follows: capacity for cooling
0.44 kW, the capacity value for the heat pump heating
is 9.89 kW (Table 2, Fig. 10–11). Cooling effect
coefficient is SEK=5.10, and the heating effect
coefficient is estimated as IEK=3.82 [21].

   Fig. 8. The Isisan showroom building, the general view of the heat pump and the measuring panel

Fig. 9. The cycle scheme from LHK type 10 the aqua / water heat pump in Isýsan Showroom in Antalya city
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Fig. 10. The effect of variable mains water income temperature on heating effect coefficient

Table 2
GII aqua / water pump evaluation results

y = -0.24x2 - 0.248x + 4.955
R2 = 0.8826

y = -0.3025x2 + 1.0255x + 10.502
R2 = 0.8766
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Output measures of the aqua – air heat pump
experiment in Vocational Technical Sciences High
school of Akdeniz University in Antalya. According
to the output measures applied to Group I (GI) in
R514 type heat pumps; after 6 measurements done
during the heating process of this experimental device
the following results have been reached:

It is found out that as the water flow decreases,
the high and low pressure, the condensation
temperature in the condenser, evaporator evaporation
temperature, the compressors’ gas outflow temperature
increases. The Wel value has increased in the first
three measurements, while in the following ones it
has decreased.

The gained effective heating coefficient estimated
by theoretical calculation (IEK); it is shown that the
Theoretic effective heating coefficient (IEKt) is higher
than the reel effective heating coefficient (IEK’g)
(according to the measurements done in GI).

This study has shown that only with the heat
calculation assessment real results can not be reached.

It we take a look to the Effective heat Coefficient
regarding the flow (IEK), the below mentioned
correlations were developed for this study in accordance
to the experimental results in theoretically and reel
conditions.

IEKt =–0.2987 m2+3.3258 m+4.319, (R2=0.97).

IEKg =–0.07 m2+1.3934 m+1.298, (R2=0.937).

Conclusions
The Result evaluation from the aqua / air heat

pump in Isýsan Showroom in Antalya City.
According to the evaluation results of LHK type

10 aqua / air sourced heat pump: in the four evaluating
results of the device when the device is operating in
the heating condition it is found out that the constant
and variable water flow income temperature, low and
high pressure, compressor gas entrance temperature is
increasing while the heating effect coefficient with Qk

is decreasing. IEKt=–0.3025T2+1.0255T+10.502,
R2=0.88, IEKg=–0.24T2–0.248T+4.955, R2=0.88.

When the results were analyzed it is found out
that as the mains water entrance temperature increased
the IEK (as real and theoretically) decreased. Variable
water incoming temperature, low and high pressure
values, the increase of the compressor entrance and
despite the shown decrease of the cooling effect
coefficient from a specific temperature to a lower one,
we have accepted this as a situation caused from the
operation environment. Form this point of view, it is
appointed that the temperature is showing in general
an increasing tendency and this is shown with the
below mentioned relation:

SEKt=0.195T2–1.087T+7.945, R2=0.91;

SEKg=0.12T2–0.414T+1.275, R2=0.96.

Also another comparison for an air/aqua and
aqua/air heat pump has been done as follows. The

Fig. 11. Effect of variable mains water income temperature on cooling effect coefficient
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value IEKg value from A R514 type m=1.39 gr/sec
heat pumps aqua/air pump devices IEK 160C
temperature is.

Despite the result out come as 3.099 by using
the formula IEKg=–0.07m2+1.3934 m+1.298 for
calculation, as it can be seen from the Sheet No: 2,
the IEKg value under the 160C water entrance, for the
GII aqua to air application device is shown as 4.14.
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ÑÒÐÀÒÅÃ²×ÍÀ ÄÎÖ²ËÜÍ²ÑÒÜ ÂÈÊÎÐÈÑÒÀÍÍß
²ÍÍÎÂÀÖ²ÉÍÎÃÎ ÏÐÎÄÓÊÒÓ Â Â²ÄÍÎÂËÅÍÍ²
ÅÍÅÐÃÅÒÈ×ÍÎ¯ ÃÀËÓÇ²: ÄÎÑÂ²Ä ÒÓÐÅ××ÈÍÈ

Îêóÿí Êåìàëü, ×óïðèíà Íàòàë³ÿ, ×åðíèøåâà Îëåíà

Íà ñüîãîäí³øí³é äåíü â Óêðà¿í³ â³äáóâàºòüñÿ ïîâíî-
ìàñøòàáíå âîºííå âòîðãíåííÿ ç áîêó ðîñ³¿, ÿêå ïðèçâîäèòü
äî âåëèêî¿ ê³ëüêîñò³ æåðòâ ñåðåä óñ³õ âåðñò íàñåëåííÿ. Áà-
ãàòî óêðà¿íñüêèõ ì³ñò çàçíàëè äîñèòü ñåðéîçíèõ âòðàò ñâîº¿
³íôðàñòðóêòóðè. Äåÿê³ ì³ñòà Óêðà¿íè ïîòðåáóþòü ïîâíîãî
â³äíîâëåííÿ ï³ñëÿ çàê³í÷åííÿ â³éíè. Âæå çàðàç, ïîâ³äîìëÿº
Bloomberg, â Óêðà¿í³ ïðàöþþòü ï³äïðèºìñòâà ç Àâñòð³¿,
Í³ìå÷÷èíè òà Òóðå÷÷èíè. Âñå á³ëüøà ê³ëüê³ñòü ³íîçåìíèõ êîì-
ïàí³é çá³ëüøóþòü ñâîþ ïðèñóòí³ñòü â Óêðà¿í³, ðîçðàõîâóþ÷è
íà ï³ñëÿâîºííèé ³íâåñòèö³éíî – ³ííîâàö³éíèé ïîòåíö³àë Óê-
ðà¿íè. Ï³ñëÿâîºííà ðîçáóäîâà Óêðà¿íè áóäå â³äáóâàòèñÿ ç óðà-
õóâàííÿì îñòàíí³õ åíåðãîåôåêòèâíèõ, åêîëîã³÷íèõ, ñîö³àëü-
íèõ òà åêîíîì³÷íèõ òåíäåíö³é â òåõí³ö³ òà òåõíîëîã³¿ ð³çíèõ
ãàëóçåé. Ç óðàõóâàííÿì êë³ìàòè÷íèõ óìîâ â Óêðà¿íè, îäíèì ç
ïð³îðèòåòíèõ íàïðÿìê³â â³äáóäîâè º â³äíîâëåííÿ òåïëà â çè-
ìîâèé ïåð³îä â áóäèíêàõ (ÿê æèòëîâîãî, òàê ³ íåæèòëîâîãî
ïðèçíà÷åííÿ), à â ë³òí³é ïåð³îä çä³éñíåííÿ êîíäèö³îíóâàííÿ
ïîâ³òðÿ. Çà äàíèìè Ì³æíàðîäíîãî Åíåðãåòè÷íîãî Àãåíò-
ñòâà îïàëåííÿ, ãàðÿ÷å âîäîïîñòà÷àííÿ, êîíäèö³îíóâàííÿ çà
ðàõóíîê çàñòîñóâàííÿ òåïëîâèõ íàñîñ³â â ð³çíèõ ãàëóçÿõ áóäå
çðîñòàòè, òà ìàº äîñÿãòè íå ìåíøå 75%. Òàê³ òåìïè çðî-
ñòàííÿ âèêîðèñòàííÿ òåïëîâèõ íàñîñ³â çóìîâëåí³ çíà÷íèì
çíèæåííþ âèòðàò ïðè îïàëåíí³ ÷è êîíäèö³þâàíí³, åêîëîã³÷-
íîþ áåçïåêîþ, óí³âåðñàëüí³ñòü â ¿õ âèêîðèñòàíí³. Â çâ’ÿçêó ç
öèì âèêîðèñòàííÿ òåïëîâèõ íàñîñ³â â ðåêîíñòðóêö³¿ òà â³äíîâ-
ëåíí³ óêðà¿íñüêîãî æèòëîâîãî òà íåæèòëîâîãî ôîíäó ìàº
ñâî¿ ïåðåâàãè òà ðåêîìåíäîâàíà áàãàòüìà íàóêîâöÿìè äëÿ
çàñòîñóâàííÿ. Ó ñòàòò³ ðîçãëÿíóòî çàñòîñóâàííÿ òåïëî-
âîãî íàñîñó, ùî ïðàöþº íà âîäíî-ïîâ³òðÿíîìó ñåðåäîâèù³ ó
âèñòàâêîâîìó çàë³ ²s³san â Àíòàë³¿, à òàêîæ äåÿê³ åêñïåðè-
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ìåíòè ç òåïëîâèìè íàñîñàìè òèïó R514 ó ëàáîðàòîð³¿ êîí-
äèö³îíóâàííÿ-îõîëîäæåííÿ â ïðîôåñ³éíî-òåõí³÷íîìó ó÷èëèù³
Àêäåí³çñüêîãî óí³âåðñèòåòó òåõí³÷íèõ íàóê. Â îáîõ ïðèñòðî-
ÿõ ó çì³ííèõ óìîâàõ âèòðàòà âîäè, ùî íàäõîäèòü ó êîíäåí-
ñàòîð íà âèïðîáóâàëüí³é ìàøèí³ òèïó R514, ðîçãëÿäàëàñÿ ÿê
çì³ííà â ìåæàõ 10-50 ãð/ãîä ³, â³äïîâ³äíî, ñïîñòåð³ãàëîñÿ,
ùî ðåàëüíèé êîåô³ö³ºíò òåïëîòè ä³¿ â³äð³çíÿâñÿ íà 2,25-7,4
âåëè÷èíè. Ç ³íøîãî áîêó, áóëî ðîçðàõîâàíî òåïëîâèé êî-
åô³ö³ºíò ä³¿ â òåîðåòè÷íîìó ñòàí³ ³ äîñë³äæåíî êîðåëÿö³þ
ì³æ íèìè. Êð³ì òîãî, â òåïëîâîìó íàñîñ³ òèïó LHK-10, ùî
ïðàöþº íà âîäíî-ïîâ³òðÿíîìó ñåðåäîâèù³ â äåìîíñòðàö³éíî-
ìó çàë³ Isisan â Àíòàë³¿, çàñòîñóâàííÿ ÿêîãî çàâåðøåíî, áóëî
çì³íåíî íîì³íàëüíó òåìïåðàòóðó íà âõîä³ â êîíäåíñàòîð ì³æ
16 ³ 32 °C, à òàêîæ ðîçðàõîâàíî êîåô³ö³ºíò íàãð³âó òà îõî-
ëîäæåííÿ (ÿê äëÿ òåîðåòè÷íèõ, òàê ³ äëÿ ðåàëüíèõ âèïàäê³â),
ùî âïëèâàþòü íà ðîáîòó òåïëîâîãî íàñîñà. Ïðîàíàë³çîâàíî
åêñïåðèìåíòàëüí³ òà ïðàêòè÷í³ ðåçóëüòàòè, îòðèìàí³ ç äâîõ
ð³çíèõ ì³ñöü, òà äîâåäåíî äîö³ëüí³ñòü âèêîðèñòàííÿ òåïëî-
âèõ íàñîñ³â ó êë³ìàòè÷íèõ óìîâàõ Óêðà¿íè.

Keywords: åêîíîì³÷íå îá´ðóíòóâàííÿ, ³íâåñòèö³¿,
åíåðãîåôåêòèâí³ñòü, åíåðãåòè÷íà êðèçà, ìîäåðí³çàö³ÿ,
ï³ñëÿâîºííà â³äáóäîâà.
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Nowadays, Ukraine is experiencing a full-scale military
invasion by Russia, which is causing a large number of casualties
among all segments of the population. Many Ukrainian cities have
suffered quite heavy damage to their infrastructure. According to
Bloomberg, companies from Austria, Germany and Turkey are
already operating in Ukraine. An expanding number of foreign
companies are increasing their presence in Ukraine, relying on
Ukraine’s post-war investment and innovation potential. Ukraine’s
post-war development will take into account the latest energy-
efficient, environmental, social and economic trends in engineering
and technology in various sectors. Considering the climatic conditions
in Ukraine, one of the priority areas of reconstruction is to restore
heat in buildings (both residential and non-residential) in winter
and air conditioning in summer. According to the International
Energy Agency for Heating, the use of heat pumps in various
industries will continue to grow and should reach at least 75%.
Such growth rates in the use of heat pumps are due to a significant
reduction in heating or air conditioning costs, environmental safety,
and their versatility in use. In this regard, the use of heat pumps in
the reconstruction and restoration of Ukrainian residential and
non-residential buildings has its advantages and is recommended
by many scientists for use. In this study, an application of heat
pump originating from aqua-air in Isýsan showroom existing in
Antalya and some experiments with R514 type heat pump devices
existing in air conditioning-cooling lab in Akdeniz University

Technical Sciences Vocational High School have been carried 
out. In both devices in variable conditions water discharge entering 
into condenser on R514 type testing machine has been considered 
as 10-50 gr/h variable and accordingly it is observed that the real 
heating factor of action differ 2,25-7,4 values. On the other hand, 
the heating factor of action in theoretical state have been calculated 
and the correlation between them have been examined. Besides 
this, in LHK-10 type heat pump originating from aqua-air in 
Antalya Issan Showroom and the application is completed, 
temperature rating entering into condenser has been changed 
between 16 and 32 °C and the heating and cooling factor of 
action(for both theoretical and real occasions) affecting the heat 
pump have been calculated. The experimental and the practical 
results getting from two different places have been analyzed 
respectively.

Keywords: economic substantiation, investment, energy
efficiency, energy crisis, modernization, post-war reconstruction.
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